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English

Look at the pictures and discuss what you see. Write a
sentence that describes what is in the picture.

Where did he eat pizza?
Act out all or part of the story.
Write a book review for the book.
Make a shopping list for a pizza recipe.
Write down the recipe and method of how to make a pizza
Phonics

Find words beginning with ‘Mm' 'Aa' 'Pp'' or any other letters. Then
find words in the book that begin with those letters. Can you read
them?
Can you find every letter in the alphabet in the book?
Can you find the rhyming words on each page?

Maths

Match the slices number to word, number to toppings etc
Fractions - how many slices per pizza? Can you share the toppings out
equally per slice?
Make a pizza takeaway box. Can you design a pizza take away box
for one slice?
Set up a pizza shop.
Work out how much your shopping list will cost using your favourite
supermarket.
Counting toppings - https://www.education.com/game/countingpizza-party/
Divide the pizza - https://www.softschools.com/math/fractions/games/
Copy the pizza - https://www.onlinemathlearning.com/perfectpizza.html
ICT

Record yourself retelling parts of the story.
Design a pizza menu.
Draw a pizza on the computer
Find out about pizzas

PSHE

In the poem there are lots of strange places where the character eats
pizza. Discuss where it is ok to eat pizza. Think about safety and
hygiene.
The boy only ate pizza in the poem, and he got fat. Can it you still
have a balanced diet if you only ate pizza?

Food tech

Make a pizza. Try some different toppings?
Come up with a healthy version of a pizza?
What would you make to accompany pizza? Chips/fries, onion rings,
garlic bread

Science

Find out about yeast. How does it make dough rise?
Healthy eating - find out about healthy eating. What are the main food
groups? What do we mean by a balanced diet? What do vitamins and
minerals do?

Art

Make a paper plate pizza with different topings

Make a bakers hat.

Humanities Find out about Italy.

